
RADU DRAGUSIN
CENTRE-BACK



DATA SHEET

LAST NAME
FIRST NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

POSITION
HEIGHT
WEIGHT

NATIONALITY
CLUB

PREFERRED FOOT

DRĂGUȘIN
RADU-MATEI
03/02/2000

CENTRE-BACK
1.91CM

ROMANIAN
JUVENTUS

84KG
RIGHT FOOTED
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STATS IN ITALY

Long passes /
accurate

Passes /
Accurate

Aerial duels /
won

Defensive duels /
won

Forward passes /
accurate

Dribbles /
successful
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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

Due to his height, he is a footballer who
jumps high and wins many aerial duels.
In goal kick situations, he is a key player
to avoid a second ball since he usually
gets it and makes a long clearance to
refuse any possible attack. Also, he has a
good timing for diagonal passes and
lateral crosses.

In Europe and more in a team such as
Juventus, centre-backs have to play
combinative. They constantly build-up
from the back and help the team create
play in different heights and lanes.
Dragusin knows how to show up in
various zones of the field to become an
option of pass and keep the possession
of the ball.

In addition to the last explanation and
even though he is young, he is capable of
taking risks to play vertically. He is able to
assume leadership and generate gaps
while driving the ball or sending long to a
teammate.

Aerial play Associative play Breaking-line pass



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

Dragusin has smart tactical movements.
He understands either when to tackle or
drop back. Regarding situations when he
has to switch markings in and out the box,
he makes it greatly. He positions well in
lateral crosses and never gets away from
the player he is marking on.

He has a good long-range pass. It can be a
good way to play directly. Most of the time,
he attracts rivals to play long or move the
rival's defense to create gaps. He knows
when his teammate is going to make a
diagonal run in behind the defenders.

Positional intelligence Long passes

He is a footballer with great defensive 1v1
conditions. He has a strong biotype. He
knows how to put his back and hold the
rival in order to unbalance him and
recover the ball. Also, he wins a big
amount of frontal duels because of his
timing and decision making accuracy to
deal with rivals, either if going to the sides
or anticipating.

Defensive 1v1



Social Media

@radudragusin5

https://www.instagram.com/radudragusin5/

